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ABSTRACT 

It is intuitive that a clamping element will grip 

better if the surface la provided with teeth which pene¬ 

trate into the surface of the clamped object*. This paper 

Is concerned with the problem of determining a quantita¬ 

tive comparison of the gripping ability of various pene- 

trator shapes* It is presumed that the effects noted for 

a single penetrator will be applicable to an array of 

ponetrators as on a serrated clamping element* 

Mathematical considerations show that a vertical ' . 

penotrator load is held in equilibrium by the-vertical 

components of the yield pressure which act on the pene- 

trator surfaces* This is mathematically equivalent to the 

force given by the yield pressure acting over the area of 

the Indentation projected on a plane normal to the direction 

of the load* This paper endeavors to show that the same 

concept will apply to forces applied tranavors&y* Therefore, 

the maximum possible transverse force which can be applied 

to a penetrator is theoretically equal to the product of 

the yield pressure of the penetrated material and the 

area of the penetrator face projected on a plane normal 

to the transverse force* 

Plasticity considerations show that the yield pressure 

for a given material varies according to the penetrator 

shape# Strain hardening is also a factor in most materials# 

The influence of conventional friction is also shown 



to vary with the penetrator shape* ' In some eases 

vectorial addition of the frictional effect is required, 

but special oases permit algebraic addition* It is 

shorn analytically that a friction reversal occurs 

at the surface of the penetrator as the transverse 

force reaches its maximum value* 'Bio result of the 

friction reversal is to lower the yield pressure 

against the penetrator face# 

Experiments show that the foregoing theories 

are Justified for the cases tested* 
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INTRODUCTION 

(1) 

An effect closely associated with static friction is 

that obtained by a surface containing a number of wedge- 

like elements which engage another more ductile surface 

by moans of plastic penetration* Gripping surfaces of 

tills type are commonly called serrated surfaces*' We should 

expect that resistance to relative motion between the two 

engaged surfaces would bo greater than the corresponding 

case of two relatively smooth surfaces under the same normal 

load* 

The principle of tho serrated clamping member to In¬ 

crease resistance to slippage is used in many tools. In 

most cages, designers of equipment using serrated clamp¬ 

ing members will assume frictional coefficients established 

for non-penetrating typo surfaces. This practice is pro¬ 

bably justified on the basis that the clamping device 

will continue to give satisfactory service even after the 

penotrators have worn flat* Yet, it is apparent that 

certain advantages would bo gained if more exact relation¬ 

ships between normal loads and apparent frictional forces 

were known. 

If such relationships were known for serrated sur- 

faces containing penotrators of various shapes and sizes, 

the designer would have a more rational basis upon which 

to design the device required to produce or sustain the 

normal load; Furthermore, ho could choose a penotrator 



(2) 

shape which would fulfill the clamping requirements, yet 

whoso indentation would not seriously damage the clamped 

member. Wo should expect such relationships to Involve 

factors other than, those present in the case of ordinary 

friction,. 

It is the purpose of this paper to discuss the factors 

involved in the analytical approach to this problem, A 

further object is to present an experimental method of 

obtaining the type of information required, to tabulate 

some typical relationships obtained therefrom, and to com¬ 

pare some of these relationships with those obtained by 

analytical methods, 

The first step in the study of the penetrating type 

of clamping element might well be the study of the maimer 

in which single ponetrators of various geometrical shapes 

behave under the influence of axial and transverse loads 

in a plastic medium. The axial load would be regarded as 

corresponding to the normal load and the transverse load 

would correspond to the apparent frictional force. In 

our 3tudy we assume that the total normal and apparent 

frictional loads acting on a serrated gripping surface 

would bo equally divided among the individual penetrators. 

Considering the case of an individual penetrator, we 

recognise that the loading is similar to that of the 

stylus in a scratch hardness test, Meyer, in his well 



(3) 
(1)« 

known work on hardness tasting, defines scratch hardness 

a3 the specific pressure between the bearing surface of a 

cone point and the material, determined by the relation- 

ship of the vertical load on the cone point to the bearing 

surface area projected on a horizontal plane, or8 

Pr = —2L_ 
TTdaA 

* 

2 
where pr •= scratch hardness number in kg,/mm , 

P b load in kg, 

d = width in millimeters of a scratch produced by 
a cone pointed stylus* 

In a scratch hardness test it Is understood that the 

entire load must bo supported by the half of the point 

surface which lies in,the direction of movement* This 

fact is accounted for in the numerator of the above 

equation, . ’) • ; 

Mayor also refers to pp as the specific compressive 

rooistence of the material* This might also be regarded 

as the pressure required to cause plastic flow under the 

conditions imposed* It is apparent that the transverse 

components of this same pressure would constitute the 

fore© required to propagate the scratch if the effect of 

coulomb friction is neglected. 

This concept was discussed in a paper by Bowden, 

^Superscripts refer to bibliography references at 
end of text. 



(2) 
Tabor and Moor© in which It-was suggested that the total 

force of friction might bo expressed asi 

P= S + P 

in which 3 is the effect of friction in the- usual sense and 

P is the force required to displace the softer metal from 

the path of the slider* This is expressed ass 

P = A*p 

where A* is the cross sectional area of the track ploughed 

out by the slider, and p is the pressure required to cause 

plastic flow of the softer metal* 

Experiments by the authors show that these relation¬ 

ships are very nearly true for the cases tested. The 

forces involved were small since the very soft metal 

indium was used as the plane surface and the depth of 

penetration was of a low order of magnitude* In each 

case cited, the slider produced a track whoso cross sec¬ 

tion was a circular segment* A sphere, a cylinder of sub¬ 

stantial length, and a cylinder of very minute length 

(a spade) wore tested, the latter being used to eliminate 

the area over which the usual friction might act, Tha 

experimental results consisted of curves of the trans- 

verso force plotted as a function of track width. Ho data 

was given showing the maximum transverse force possible 

as a function of the axial load applied* 





(6) 

According to the theory of plasticity, the pressure 

required by a penetrator to produce plastic flow of an 

ideally plastic material (soe Fig, 1) depends not only 

on the yield characteristics of the material, but also 
(-a) 

on the geometrical shape of the penetrator. Prandtl ^ 

and Honcky^^ who were forerunners in the field of plasti¬ 

city, determined the stress distribution caused by pene¬ 

tration of various two-dimensional indontero, These 

solutions did not consider the deformation of the surface 

duo to the displacement of the metal. Later work by Hill, 

Lee, and Tapper^ did consider in detail the effect of 

the displaced metal in the case of a two-dimensional, 

perfectly lubricated wedge under the influence of an 

axial load. 

(6) 
Results of wedge indentation experiments by Dugdalo' ' 

were published in 195>3* The object in this case was to 

calculate,by means of his experimental data, a value of 

shearing yield stress which he compared with a value he 

obtained by other experimental means not associated with 

indentation. The effect of friction and strain hardening 

were considered in his calculations* 

Although knowledge of the plastic behavior of the 

material i3 of extreme importance in understanding what 

occurs in the application of an axial and a transverse 

load, a statical relation between the two forces may 

easily be derived if the penetrator is straight sided and 

sharp pointed. This approach is used by Merchant ^7) in 



the study of metal cutting# The relation between the cut- 

ting force and the thrust force is quite analogous to the 

type of relation we seek* This analogy will be dealt with 

at length in the following pages* It will be shown that 

the force relations are independent of the material or of 

strain-hardening effects if the penotrator is straight 

sided and sharp edged* Since geometric similarity'.;o£ 

strain is maintained at any stage of penetration, the 

average strain hardness would be constant* 

Penetration by a spherical indenter would involve 

an increasing value of mean pressure required 1ft'.. produce 

plastic flow as the penetration progressed* This is due 

to the increasing average strain of the metal surrounding 

the indentation which results in increased strain hardenin 

This, effect has been analysed by Meyer as a major part of 

his aforementioned work on hardness testing, and will bo 

discussed later in connection with our investigation of 

spherical tipped penetrators* 

Concerning the present paper, it is of interest to 

note the case of the "Brill Pipe or Tubing Slip" used 

extensively in oil field operations* The "Slip” is a 

tool which is used to grip and support the string of 

pipe which hangs vertically in the well* The weight of 

this string may be in excess of 100 tons* A typical 

type of slip construction is shown schematically in 

Fig* 2* In operation, the pipe, upon contacting the 

slip segments, drags the segments deeper into the conical 



FIG.2 SCHEMATIC DRILL PIPE SLIP 

F 

INITIAL STAGES OF PENETRATION 

UNDER AXIAL AND TRANSVERSE LOADIN G 



(9) 

bowl causing the ponotratora on the clamping surface of 

the slip segments to be forced deeply into the surface of 

the pipe* The downward motion continues until the pone* 

trator engagement is sufficient to completely support 

the weight of the pipe* This might bo considered as a 

self-energised type of tool# 

It may be shown by analysis that a coefficient of 

friction greater than that obtainable by non-penetrating 

surfaces is required for the self-energization of the 

slip*. 

The Indentations produced on the surfaces of oil 

well tubular goods by the us© of penetrating slip elements 

have been recognised as potential points of failure* This 

la especially true in the case of drill pipe, where the 

pipe Is subjected to combined tension, torsion, and bend¬ 

ing stresses. Obviously, sharp pointed or sharp wedge- 
♦ 

like pehetrators are the worst offenders in their ability 

to produce points of high stress concentration, yet these 

shapes are most commonly used. Although round nosed 

pone trator a may not grip as well as the sharp pointed 

ones, wo have little information available regarding their 

gripping ability* 

This paper is presented in the hope that it may pro¬ 

vide some information which may be useful in further 

study relating to problems of this nature. 



do) 

AHAEEPICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Mode of Penetration 

Wo consider first the simplest case, that of a two- 

dimensional woago having straight aides and a sharp load¬ 

ing edge* We assume that tho width is groat enough compared 

to tho anticipated depth of penetration to render any ond 

effects negligible* 

WG must real! SO that a symmetrical wedge loaded axially 

transmits equal forces from each of its surfaces to the 

penetrated medium* If wo assume that wo have an ideally 

plastic material (see Fig* 1), then tho unit contact 

pressure at the wedge face will always be the same regard¬ 

less of how much the load is increased* The area of con¬ 

tact will simply bo increased until equilibrium is ob¬ 

tained* Fig* 3(a) indicates a wedge held in equilibrium 

by the forces.L, c^, and c2, where L is the axial load 

per unit width and and are the resultants of tho 

normal yield pressure acting over each of the contact 

areas. If we let: 

d = the depth of penetration 

p = normal yield pressure (constant) 

wo may say* 

c, = c = __ d   . p 
A * COS oL 

and a^» a2* b^, and b^ are the horizontal and vertical 

components respectively* 



(11) 

If a small horizontal force P per unit width is 

applied* the horizontal and vertical components must 

still bear their original ratio (if perfect lubrication 

exists)* Frau Fig* 3(b) wo see that for equilibriums 

a * = a* + F 
2 1 

Slnco ax has bcccnomnaller, ox mast also have deeroaaod. 

Wo therefore conclude that the force c# is due to elastic 

compressive stress over the wedge face* By the same . 

reasoning becosxes groator, but since p cannot increase! 

the contact area must increase*This can occur only if 

the wedge sinks deeper into the material* 
/• * , 

Thum 

. a* . *cre , e* = d> * p 
cos ck cos ^ 

Where d* r the new depth of penetration 

<J^ = elastic compressive stress 

Then 
a» ss o* oosoC = d> 0J 
X X 

a^ = d * (Te+ F 

c* — ael _ <**0e+? 
^ "" cos ©<* ~ cos pC 



(12) 

equating both expressions for o|s 

d*fia+F = d*p 
COD ok ~ COS oC 

F - d*(p-<r€> (1) 

In order to express d* in terms of the axial load 

L* we may writes 

bi s; cjoin*.- d*(fe »sinot = d* (J*eten ok 
x x " coa* 

b£ =■ c| since - d* * p sind* d*p tan ck 
COS ok 

but L = bj +■ b^ = d* <fe tan c< + d*p tan oc 

d* (oTe + p)tan 6k 

therefore d* - h 
(<rie + 'p)tan * 

substituting; 

F _ L(p - <fe) —y-_^ (2) 

We find that the maximum d* and tho maximum F both 

occur when (f€ becomes aero* It is at this instant that 

the entire axial load L is borne by the forward face of 

the wedge. Since F cannot bo increased beyond this 

point* we define our point of failure as the instant 

when <£ becomes soro, 

Hereafter we will be concerned only with the forces 



(3.3) 

acting against the forward faco of the penotrator, regard- 

less of the shape of the penotrator, since the same 

reasoning will hold for all two-dimensional cases and is 

assumed to hold in the three-dimensional cases* 

Rewriting equations (1) and (2) we have for failure} 

F= pd* (3) or F- L w (!*.) 
tan oC 

Wo note that the terra pd* is simply the pressure at which 

plastic flow will occur multiplied by the area (since 

unit afidth is assumed) of the wedge in contact with the 

matei'ial projected on a plane perpendicular to the 

direction of the applied transverse force F« This is 

equivalent to the ’’ploughing term” as given by Bowden, 
(p\ 

Tabor and Moore' % and is Independent of the angle of 

the pen©trator* 

The expression L/tandls, however, more useful for 

the special case of the sharp-nosed penotrator since it 

is independent of the plastic properties of the material. 

Effect of Friction 

In order to consider the effect of conventional 

friction we follow the analysis which has been given by' 

M* 22* Merchant In Ms well known study of the mechanics 

(7) 
of the metal cutting process * * An expression is 

derived which relates the cutting force FQ and the 

thrust force F^. in terras of the geometry and the coeffi¬ 

cient of friction yu of the system. This analysis, as 



FIG.4 TOOL WITH POSITIVE RAKE ANGLE 

FIG. 5_ TOOL WITH NEGATIVE RAKE ANGLE 
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Merchant points out* is applicable whether the rake angle 

is positive or negative. The rake angle of a cutting tool 

is defined as the angle between the face of the tool along 

which the chip flows* and a line normal to the cutting 

direction. Positive and negative raise angles are farther 

defined as ahov.n In Pigs. 4- a»d 5* 

It will be shown that a wedge shaped penetrator, 

loaded axially and transversely* is merely a special case 

of a negative rake tool and conforms to Merchant’s analy¬ 

sis with one exception* In the usual metal cutting 

operation* the tools are rigidly supported so that the 

thrust force will always bear a definite relation to the 

cutting force applied. However, a3 our problem is de¬ 

fined* we wish to lmow what cutting force must be applied 

for failure of the metal to occur if the thrust load is 

held constant. As we shall see* the latter problem in¬ 

volves a reversal of the frictional component along the 

tool face. 

In his paper, Merchant considers the chip as an 

independent body hold in equilibria by tho action of 

two equal and opposite forces H and H*„ (soo Pig. 6} 

5ho force H actually is transmitted to the chip at the 

shear plane and is the resultant of the shear and the 

normal forces acting along the shear plane. However, 

8 may also be resolved into vertical and horizontal 

components and v which represent the thrust and 

the cutting forces respectively which must be opposed 



Fc 

FIG._6_ FORGE SYSTEM ACTING IN CASE 

Of POSITIVE RAKE TOOL SHOW- 

ING CHIP IN EQUILIBRIUM 
(FROM MERCHANT) 
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EQUILIBRIUM STATES WITH SAME THRUST 

FORCE AND REVERSED FRICTIONAL 
DIRECTION. 
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roaetively by the tool* 

The corresponding case for a tool with largo negative 

rake is shown in Fig# 7* 'Jhis corresponds more closely 

to our problem* However, we will consider as the free 

body, the metal occupying the sons of plasticity adjacent 

to the tool face* The shape of this son© is treated at 
(g) 

length by Hill, Leo, and Tupper , but is not of extreme 

importance in this phase of our discussion* 

Here again* we have a normal force and a frictional 

force whose resultant opposes the flow of metal along the 

tool face# The equilibrating forces are transmitted to 

tho plastic sons through the shear and compressive 

stresses acting along the elastic-plastic boundary, end 

resolve into the vertical and horizontal components F^. 

and P„ as-shorn# Since K and R1 are equal and opposite 
V 

forces wo may represent their components as components 

of a single vector R as shown in Fig* 7* 

From tho figure, it is evident that if metal Is 

being displaced outward along tho face of the wedge, that 

is to say, if the frictional force acta in the direction 

DO, then the relationship between Pc and may be 

expressed* 

F = F cot ( 4> + o() c t 



(19) 

However, we have defined our particular problem as one 

in which F^ must remain constant, and is increased until 

equilibrium no longer exists* If we let the transverse 

force equal F|, holding F^ constant, it is evident that 

equilibrium will still exist, the absence of the frictional 

component implying that the metal no longer tries to flow 

along the tool face. Increasing tho transverse force to 

F”, we find equilibrium conditions still satisfied since 

tho frictional force F| has changed direction* 

Vie may therefore express the magnitude of the maximum 

possible transverse force F” which may be applied to a 

wedge while it is under the influence of an axial force 

Fj. as 5 

Fg = Ftcot(ct-4>) * % 
taa(oC-<|>) 

or FQ = Fj.(l + tanot tan<fc ) (5>) 
(tan - t an ^ } 

but b an ^ = JJ< - coefficient of friction, therefore: 

F" - F. (1 + LM ton d) (6) 
0 ^(tan - JA ) 

This is the equivalent of equation (4.), where F = Fg, 

L = Ft,>«0* 

As mentioned previously the plastic flow pressure 

will depend not only on the penetrated medium but also 

on the geometrical shape of tho penetrator, In the 



special case given above* the fractional direction will 

also substantially affect the flow pressure# 

Plastic Behavior 

We therefore consider at this point the behavior 

of the plastic region In contact with the tool face under 

the influence of the friction reversal# In order to find 

a solution* we will assume that we have an ideally plastic 

material* that is * one which exhibits a constant yield 

stress which cannot be exceeded* VJo will also adopt the 

Tresoa criterion for plastic flow which states that the 

difference between the tx^o principal stresses remains 

constant, and the difference is equal to twice the 

maximum shear stress, ors 

 (<T, - <SV) ® 2Tv»ei.o constant. (7) 

We will further assume a condition of plan© strain 

which assumes no strain of the material normal to the 

plane considered* 
K) It has been shown by Hill* Lee, and Tupper that 

a solution exists for a wedge penetrating vertically under 

the foregoing conditions* A feature of the solution is 

that the surface of the displaced metal remains straight# 

Also, the solution provides a uniformly distributed 

pressure on the wedge. As car problem was originally 

defined, the normal load was to be applied first, thus 

following the solution of Hill* Lee* and Tapper* However, 
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aa wo have previously shown^ the subsequent penetration 

is oblique during the application of the transverse load* 

How the metal is displaced only in the direction of the 

transverse load, and the geometry of the aforementioned 

solution no longer applies. However, we will assume that 

our typo of penetration also produces a straight lip of 

displaced metal* assuming that we may determine the angle 

by graphical methods if necessary* 

Thus we consider the plastic region in Fig* 8 bounded 

by a free surface AB, a surface under an unknown pressure 

distribution BO, and a plastic-elastic boundary AC of which 

little is known* 

In general, the solution of two-dimensional plasticity 

problems consists of satisfying the boundary conditions, 

satisfying the equilibrium equations which are true for 

any material, and satisfying a third equation, the 

"condition of plasticity" which replaces the compatibility 

equation used in elasticity problems* When rectangular 

coordinates are considered, the equilibrium equations in 

the absence of body forces ares 

d<T* ■ £T«v __ o (8) 
a* ■*" ay “ 

a ($Y _J_ 3 T*y __ Q 
c) >c 



(22) 

RAISED LIP DUE INITIAL AXIAL 

FIG. 8 TYPE Of DEFORMATION DUE TO 
TRANSVERSE LOADING 

FIG. 9 ZONING OF ASSUMED 

PLASTIC REGION 



(23) 

The condition of plasticity (so© p« 20) is 3 

(<ft - (Tj) = 2.tViEto= constant (7) 

If th© stresses are not given in the principal directions 

the condition nay be oppressed as* 

<Tvr_6"v -+■ ‘xy Tz - r* = ‘XV ‘YIELD  constant (10) 

In polar coordinates, the equilibrium equations ares 

     8 d» -L.ZTro-A.X- 3_ o (11) 
de 3r 

(o;-o;) t t’Atfr- + ^ o (12) 
8 r 30- 

In polar coordinates, the condition of plasticity is ex¬ 

pressed ass 

<JV“ (Tr 4 ** 
+ 1** = (YIELD- constant (13) 

To satisfy the boundary conditions of our problem, 

it Is necessary to divide the plastic region into three 

zones as shorn In Fig, 9« The two zones adjacent to the 

surfaces AB and BO respectively each will bo shorn to 

have a different but uniform stress state throughout, 

while the sector lying between these two zones will be 

a zone of transition which provides stress continuity 

between the other two zone3, 

Considering first zone I, wo let the inclined 



<2k) 

surface of the rained lip coincide with the x axis and 

investigate the stress state in an oloment on tho surface 

AB (Fig*10)* Since AB is a free surface, tie know that 

_ <TV » 0 and r.,« 0* Since a principal plane may be 

defined as one in which no shear stress exists and whose 

normal stresses are maximum or minimum, wo may say that 

the surface along the x axis is a principal plane and both 

x and y are principal directions* 

It is apparent that the assumption of a uniform 

stress state throughout zone I satisfies equations (8) 

and (9). 

By equation (10) we haves 

—   [o *"* (TKJ-4- O — *^vi6Lp y ?? ^vistp 

A solution would also exist for , but. vjo 

reject it in favor of tho former solution, since wo in¬ 

tuitively expect that O-* shall be a compressive stress 

due to tho physical conditions of tho problem* 

As we know from elementary theory, a plane of maxi¬ 

mum shear stress occurs at i|5° to fthe principal planes* 

Thus we may represent the planes of maximum shear stress 

with a series of linos from tho free surface AB* This 

defines the shape of zone I, although we still do not 

know the length of AB. 
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QV = 0* = CT* i Q"n CONSTANT WITH 
CHANGE JOF _r , gh VARYING WITH 

FIG. jj_ ASSUMED STRESS CONDITION IN 
ZONE IC 
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Considering sons III on an independent rectangular 

coordinate system with BC coincident \d.th the x axis 

(Fig, 12), wo Investigate an element at the surface sub¬ 

jected to a normal pressure p = - <TY and a shear stress 

^up, where yu is the conventional coefficient of friction. 

Although we do not have enough information at this 

point to determine the stress state by use of a Mohr 

stress diagram, we can make a schematic construction 

(see Fig*12) which incorporates the stress relationships 

wo do know. Since the radius represents the maximum shear 

stress, a quantity which wo might know for a given material!, 

wo may draw it to scale. However, the location of the 

center of the circle is as yet undetermined, and will affect 

the value of p* 

VJQ observe from Fig, 12 that the principal direction 

is displaced by an angle CO from the direction in which p 

acts* Therefore we rotate the lines of maximum shear by 

an angle CO since they must lie at an angle of i}5° from 

the principal direction* 

To determine the orientation of the planes of maximum 

shear stress we consider the stresses acting on a triangular 

element bounded by a surface coincident with the x axis 

and by two mutually perpendicular planes (Fig,ll{.), If we 

call these planes x* and y* we may write the following 

equilibrium equations; 
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^ Fy* — O • (Sy Stn 5T ts sm)(! Cos y 4* Tty-COS 2T 

£Fy=:0'. tfyCOSV s 6y* COS^ - Txv S»^ )( - Tiiy Sl« Jf 

where the area upon which (fy acts is token as unity* 

Solving for <Sy in each equation and equating the 

results, we haves 

<r,'-f,y£°5.y + f„ cosy * _ <r. 
. . T Sih)f T Siny ?   

r,v IM-r,Y §inv cosy *Y cosy 

(ff«- *»•)- ,t«v;:[asi Sinyl “' _ TV fcosy . Sinyl 
cosyj ~ *v [siny co*VJ 

y. . fcos'y - s%ri*y 6*v I'smy cos y 
'cosV>hS\r>*y1 
. Stlrv>r C.OS y*J 

Kultiplying through hy sin y cosy , we haves 

^<Tuj sinzy -T»v cosiy«-T,y(W 

If y is the angle betweon a plane of maximum shear 

stress and the surface upon which <Sy acts, then we may 

says 

 cos iy,a ,f»v _   (15) 

since it can he shown that the normal stresses acting 

oh perpendicular planes of maximum shear are equal* 

She first term of equation (lij.) is thereby eliminated. 
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FOP the special case of sons IIIf._T*Y ~-/A p and 

I'KV ® *TN\—-  (see Fig* 9), therefor©: 

coa 2 )f s- vMp ; W> 45 
TM 

which indicates counter clockwise rotation of the 

maximum shear plane system since no friction £T*V - 0) 

would give: 

cos 2 y= o } y - ij.55® 

If the frictional force actually acta in the direction 

shown in Fig. llj. (7^v
s) then we have: 

■ . ' 

cos 2 ; y < its0 

•n. 
As indicated in Pig# Ik* we define U) as: 

Ul= k5°- V 

or ut = "%-y (16) 

By goosiotry, vo find the anglo BBC of Fig* IS to bo } 

for the frictional direction assumed* By further geometri¬ 

cal considerations, we find that the sector angle EBB =■ 

(et-p + u> ), i-jnero is the semi-wedge angle, and ^ =• the 

angle of/inclination of the lip as shorn in Fig# 13* 

Tho stress distribution In the plastic sector is 

expressed in polar coordinates* It has been noted by 

Prandtl and Benoky that a solution can be found by 

assuming that the radial and tangential stresses ore 
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equal at any point* It must be further assumed that 

radial and tangential stresses vary seconding to the 

angular position of the element in question* but are 

constant at any radial'position* (sec Fig* 11) 

We may then says 

— r*. 6*h 

where 6^ represents the normal stress which acts on the 

piano of maximum shear stress* 

Expressing the foregoing assumptions in tho equili¬ 

brium equations (11) and (12)* together with the condition 

of plasticity (13) we haves 

O--O 
i© .... 

0 4- O .4- O = O 

It is to be noted that by equation (12), 
» 

Integrating the above equation gives? 

+ 0 (17) 

Tho constant 0 must be determined from the boundary 

conditions of the plastic sector* Since the stress con* 

dition in sons I has already been uniquely defined, and 

since a strosa continuity must exist at the junction 

between cone I and zone II, it is helpful to fix the 

boundary BE as ©■= 0 GO shown in Fig* 11, 



Then at this boundary: 

If we consider the stress normal to the surface of an 

element at this boundary (Pig* 10)* wo finds 

— s 0=-^ . 

Thus we may rewrite equation (17)* 

  <^ = — '1^(1+ 2^) (18) 

In order to establish the normal stress on an 

element at the boundary between zone 11 and zone III, we 

lotO- "(ot- the sector angle which we described 

earlier* Therefore the normal stress on surface BD iss 

  +2.U-p+w)] (19) 

Since 6V, represents the mean normal stress acting on 

idle plane at which the maximum shear stress occurs* we 

may represent <5* as the center of a Mohr*a circle as shown 

in Fig# 12# As in zone I* we may also satisfy the ©quill- 

bidum equations (8) and (9) in zone III by the assumption 

of a uniform stress state throughout# Thus we assume that 

the above equation for <$„ also holds true at the surface 

BO# Therefore we may express p (the normal pressure re¬ 

quired to produce yielding) at the surface BO ass 

p=L=L!f^|- T^CosZOi. (20) 
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This is most readily seen by reference to the Mohr stress 

circle in Fig* 12* 

However it is also soon from Fig* 12 that the absolute 

valuo of p may also be expressed ass 

- .... - .pg.^ S'mZuj (21) 

Equating (20) and {21}* we haves 

\ 4- 7-Cc*.-(V+to) + tosZw — Sm 7.U) 

/* 

By plotting each side of the above equation as a function 

of co (Fig* l£), the valuo of u» which satisfies the 

equality is determined by their intersection* 

Since |3 represents the lip angle, we observe from 

Fig* 8 that it could not bo determined, oven graphically, 

until its length wore known since the volume of the raised 

lip should equal the volume of the material displaced 

below the original surface* However, the length of the 

lip, according to our assumed plastic region depends also 

on the . angle OJ # Therefore a family of curves for the 

left 3ide of the equality might be plotted for different 

values of £ to determine corresponding values of CJ * 

Tho correct set of values could then be determined by a 

graphical chock* 

However, if we neglect tho presence of the raised 



GRAPHICAL DETERMINATION OF GO 

WHERE I ± 2(oL- p - CO)+ COS 200= SIN 
2 GO 
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lip, letting 0 = 0 ,we may still make an interesting quali¬ 

tative observation* As we have seen, a:*-reversal of the 

friction component is possible as the transverse force on 

the penetrator is increased (see Fig* 7). If the friction 

is reversed, the normal stress on the interface BC required 

to cause yielding would, according to the foregoing analy¬ 

sis, be substantially reduced* This can best be seen from 

Fig* 15, in which the upper curve represents the function: 

1 ♦ 2K-0+ui) + cos2u> 

where OL =^4 ; 0= 0. The lower curve represents the same 

function with the sign of to reversed in the first term, 

Indicating clockwise rotation of the maximum shear plane 

system in zone XXI* Thus two values may be obtained for 

p from equations (20) or (21), the lower of which indicates 

the state after the friction reversal* 

According to the foregoing theory, the penetrator 

should sink deeper into the material after the friction 

reversal since it is under a oonstant axial load* However, 

relative motion between the penetrator and the material 

due to the sinking in would reestablish the original fric¬ 

tion direction* Therefore it is difficult to assess the 

effect of the friction reversal on theoretical grounds * 
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Spherically Tipped Fonotrators 

lie consider now a sphere in contact with a plastic 

£33dim* The contact area promoted on a plane normal to 

the direction of the axial load is described approximately 

by a half circle as shown in Fig. 16* 

The axial load I* may be equated to the force due to 

the mean pressure pm acting over the described contact 

area* Thus 5 

whore d is the diameter of the half circle under considera¬ 

tion* 

If we assume that a relation exists for this case 

similar to that described by equation (3) on page 13* 

we must determine the contact area of the spherical tip 

projected in a plane normal to the direction of the 

transverse force F, and multiply this projected area by 

the mean pressure pm in order to calculate the transverse 

force (friction neglected). This projection would be in 

the form of a circular segment whose area is described bys 

where R is the radius of the spherical tip* and </> is the 

angle subtended by the arc of the described segment (see 

Fig* 16). 

(22) 

A- R£( «|»-sln«f ) 
P 

(23) 



FIG. 16 PROJECTED AREAS AFFECTING AXIAL 
AND TRANSVERSE FORCES j_N CASE 

OF SPHERICAL TIPPED PENETRATOR 

FIG. 17 APPROXIMATE EFFECTIVE WEDGE ANGLE 

FOR CONSIDERATION OF FRICTION 
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This angle may bo written* 

= 2 sin*1 */B 

or = 2 siri"^ d/X> (2lj.) 

The equation for* the transverse force may then be 

written} 

P = ainy.) (2S) 

We assume at this point that the mean pressure pm 

is distributed in an approximately uniform manner# This 

is confirmed by Ishllnsky to be reasonably justified in 

(81* 

the case of a full diameter Impression* Further justi¬ 

fication for this assumption is given by Van It or son 

in his analysis of the Brlnell hardness test* 

In order to use the foregoing equation it is necessary 

to be able to determine p_ for the material under test* 
m 

In our analysis of the straight sided sharp wedge* 

we found the relationship F/L to bo independent of the 

material, thus permitting us to disregard the effect of 

strain hardening* In the case of a spherical penetrator* 

however, strain hardening must be considered because the 

deformation angle becomes greater as the penetration 

progresses* Thorofor© we should expect pm to increase 

if tho material is of a strain hardening type (see lower 

portion of Pig, 1), Sven if strain hardening was 

neglected, a satisfactory analytical determination of 
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would not bo available, since three-dimensional problems 

of this typo havo not as yet boon solved rigorously* 

Experimental determination would yield a different 

value of pm for each different load; tabulation of such 

variation would in effoot do scribe the strain hardening 

characteristics of the material* Since we have no hotter 

way to determine we shall proceed with our analysis 

in terms of the experimental pw which includes the effect 

of strain hardening* 

A convenient method for obtaining pm is by use of the 

Koyor AnalysiaP0^ I-Ieyor*s Law refers to the indentations 

produced in the case of a full diameter impression, but 

we shall assume that the relationship will bo reasonably 

truo in our case, Meyer*a work shows that resistance to 

penetration is increased according to tho relations 

L = adn (26) 

where a and n are constants which define the characteris¬ 

tics of the material subject to penetration by a ball of 

fixed diameter. These constants may be determined for a 

given material by use of a standard Brinoll hardness 

tooting instrument* 

Talcing the logarithm of each side of equation (26), 

wo haves 

log L = log a -I- n log d 



A graphical determination of a end a is obtained in Pig* 18 

by plotting tho logarithms of the impression diameters as 

the abscissae and tho logarithms of the corresponding 

loads as the ordinates* Then n is represented by the 

slope of tho resulting, line# and a is the intercept of the 

line at d= 1*0* The exponent n Is a measure c£ the strain 

hardenabiiity of the material under test, where n»2 re- 

presents a perfectly non-a train hardening material. This 

follows from equation (26) which then describes the re¬ 

active load as being proportional to the square of the 

impression diameter (l,e»; the area}* 

Since a is the extrapolated load required to produce 

an indentation of 1 unit diameter, it may be inferred that 

this load gives an extremely small degree of pemanent 

deformation If the ball is of appreciable diameter (say 

10 units)*: Thus the value b%T .Wight justifiably be 

regarded as the “true" hardness of the uhdeforrced material 

under test* 

Meyer has further advocated the use of the mean 

pressure obtained by the formula i 

(27) 

as tho means of describing penetration hardness* This 

value is known as the Meyer hardness and is usually 

given in units of kilogr fsraa/sq,milllm©ter* Since the 

Meyer hardness for a given material depends on the 
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degree of deformation, no observe that the same vd.ll 

result regardless of tho ball diameter if geometrically 

similar Indentations result* 

Shat Iss • 

• ■ 

fo <12U (28) 

or Li 1*2 s 1*1 **2 

&z IT 1 2 
(29) 

t-
fw

j ii 

f 

v^iere D is the ball diameter* 

Wo can obtain an expression for & for an arbitrary 

load L if wo know tho Bayer constants determined by tho 

usual metric standards* 

Lots L = arbitrary load ~ lbs, 

D = arbitrary ball diameter - in* 

4 s resulting impression diameter ~ in* 

londonlO ball . Eg. 

Pb=10ma 

d£= resulting, impression diameter ~ mm* 

Froias (29) 8 

, jyp. (,039b In.) 2 

From <26 )s %= 

2f'2 lbs " 

h> = ,0703 

(l/n 
\bd/a- [,_0703t 
a"J “ [W] 



Theref ore s inches {30) d c Jt 9293k 
os* 

1/n 

From equation (22) wo soe that tho diameter d of the 

half circle impression area would bo the same as that 

for tho full circle if tho load wore doubled* Therefore 

we modify equation (30) as t 

d_ D 
"W 

*mo6 L 
aD^ 

1/n 

(31) 

from which the deformation angle in equation (21}.), and 

the mean pressure in equation (22) may be calculated* 

Finally, employing the foregoing values in equation 

(2£) we determine the theoretical transverse force F 

(pounds) which (neglecting friction) may be applied to a 

ball tipped penotrator of diameter D {Inches) under the 

normal load L (pounds) in a material whoso Moyer constants 

are n and a determined by metric loading with a 1G; milli¬ 

meter ball* 

In writing equation (31) wo imply that the impression 

diameter resulting from an application of twice th©“ 

normal load is equal to that resulting from tho single 

normal load sustained only on half of the area of the 

impression as shown In Fig, 16* Tills implication is not 

strictly true* Fhyaieally, tho following process occurs* 

Vihen no transverse force is applied, the normal load 



is supported fully all around* As the transverse fore© 

is Increased, both tho vertical and horizontal components 

are relieved from that side of the ball, and the ball 

sinks deeper into the material to establish a new equili¬ 

brium position, The transverse force may be increased 

until an impression diameter of ouch sia© is created as 

will support the normal load on half of its area as shorn 

in Pig* 16* Since the ball will no longer oink into tho 

material, no new contact area will be created by addi¬ 

tional transverse loading* 

Itis apparent that the deformations occurring in 

this process are more severe than those in a standard 

ball penetration test producing the same diameter impress 

This would tend to causo an increase in the yield point of 

the raotal due to greater strain hardening and consequently 

affect the moon pressure pn, However, since most of the 

metal would be displaced toward the direction of movement, 

a higher lip would occur on that side of the indentation 

than would normally bo found in a vertically loaded test. 

Plasticity considerations p show that when a higher lip 

exists, the mean pressure required for yielding becomes 

less* Consequently, we expect that in some cases these 

opposing factors may approximately cancel* 

An exact analysis of the effect of conventional 

friction in tho case of the ball would Involve certain 

difficulties* However, if we observe that an approxi¬ 

mate effective wedge angle exists as shown in Pig* 17, 



<k$) 

we may determine the approximate frictional effect by the 

following reasoning* 

Equation (6) maybe rewritten* 

*i = T- 1 ^./*tan 
tanocyi tan *. a 

If tan Is largo compared to , this may b© approximated! 

po=FJ- tan ot +/* 

wbioh Is the equivalent of adding the frictional force 
■ I " : ' • 

algebraically| since equation (6) would reduce to! 

4 1 
van * 

If >u was set equal to aero** 

In the case of a sphere, a deformation angle of as 

much as </> = 90° would give an approximate effective 

wedge angle oc of 6?«iS>°, and tan oC would be about 2*ljl* 
■ \ *' ■ . / 

Ihis is relatively large compared to the usual measured 

values for the conventional coefficient of friction JLK * 

Consequently, for deformation angles up to about 9.Cp, 

algebraic addition of the friction effect is Justified* 
“./s' • , ■ ■ • «'* _ V 

As previously mentioned on page 4, Bowden, Tabor, 

and Moore ^2 ) have expressed the foregoing concept In 

the equation: 

F=- S-4-P 



(40) 

where F is the total transverse force, S is the effeot of 

friction In the usual sense, and p is the force required 

to displace the softer metal from the path of the slider. 

Although the above authors were concerned with very small 

deformation angles/ It is indicated here that the above 

equation is also justified for oases where deformation. 

is much greater. 



(47) 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Description of Apparatus 

To determine experimentally the relationships between 

axial loads and maxiram possible transverse loads on a 

pcnotrator resisted by a plastic medium, a special appa¬ 

ratus was designed and built* A cross sectional view of 

the machine is illustrated in Fig* 19* and an exterior 

view of the machine is shown in the photograph, Fig* 20* 

Two identical penetratora were mounted with a means 

of applying equal, measurable axial forces to them. This 

was achieved by forming the penetratora at the head of 

concentric circular shanks* which in turn mounted in 

concentricly bored holes extending part way into two iden¬ 

tical pistons* The accommodating cylinders* being a straight 

through boro, permitted the boring and honing to be com¬ 

pleted in the two cylinders by a single machining set-up* 

Thus it may be. assumed that the pohetrator points possessed 

near perfect alignment* The force was applied hydraulically 
■ * 

by a smaller piston actuated by a handscrew as shorn in 

the drawing* the pressure being transmitted equally to 

the opposite cylinder by means of a copper tube not 

visible in the drawing* A pressure gauge installed in 

one of the cylinder heads served as an indication of the 

force applied to the pistons* The calibration of tho 

gauges will be described later* 

In order to apply a measurable transverse force, a 



cylinder* piston, end centering cone were provided on en 

axis perpendicular to that of the penetrators. At the 

lower end of tho frame, an opposite centering cone was 

also provided*. The latter was lightly spring loaded to 

facilitate installation of the material specimens Into 

the machine in the proper position for testing* The 

lower centering cono, being well guided though free to 

olid© axially, also provided lateral support to that 

end of tho specimen. The force along the axis of tho 

specimen (the transverse force) was applied and measured 

in the same manner as the axial force previously described 

Tool steel was used as the penotrator material* The 

penetrators were machine finished* highly polished, and 

heat treated to a hardness of 63«6f> Hockwoll ”0”# The 

penetrating surfaces were repolishod after heat treating* 

For the penotrator typos which inquired a specific 

orientation (i*e», non-circular types) a locating moans 

was provided in the penotrator shank socket. A guide 

frame attached to the pistons (visible in Fig* 20) 

prevented rotation of the piston within the cylinder* 

Calibration of Apparatus 

Since the piston packing friction constituted an 

unknown frictional force, it was deemed inaccurate to 

base penotrator force determinations on pressure and 

piston area relationships. For this reason, a 



calibration bar was built of special sis© end capacity to 

suit tho apparatus * Tho calibration bar (seen in fore¬ 

ground of Fig* 20) was made such that deflect ions at the 

open end of the split could be measured with standard 

micrometers* Provision was mad© for loading in the center 

of the bar* thereby causing tho deflection at the open 

end to be greater than that at the point of load applica¬ 

tion* This feature increased the accuracy of the de¬ 

flection measurements* 

The load-deflection characteristics of the bar were 

determined on a standard testing machine known to be 

accurate wlthln*ip7o . The bar t*as then placed between 

centers in the penetration apparatus* and loaded similar-, 

ly* The pressure gauge readings were plotted against the 

deflection measurements of the bar* with corresponding . 

forces noted* 

Although this mothod of calibration eliminates the 

need for extremely accurate pressure measurements, the 

gauges wore checked on a dead weight tester for accuracy 

and consistency throughout their range* The gauges,, hair¬ 

ing a range to 2000 psi were capable of indicating forces 

in the order of 8000 pounds due to the sis© of the pis¬ 

tons* It is estimated that gauge readings were consis¬ 

tently accurate within plus or minus $ psi* Since tho 

relationship of gauge reading versus force was established 

by averaging a large number of points (plotting of curves) 



it is reasonable to as sixmo that the error would bo very 

slight* Thus tho major source of error in force measure¬ 

ment would He in gauge reading* and would bo in the order 

of plus or minus 20 pounds* 

Lubrication of Fenotrators 

Since the bearing pressure between the penotrators 

and the penetrated metal was very large (200,000 pai or 
* .if .2 * 

more) it was necessary to choose a lubricant of very 

high film strength in order to prevent galling and seising 

of the metal to the penetrator* A mixture of molybdenum 

disulphide in a grease base proved satisfactory for this 

purpose* The some mixture was used throughout all the 

tests. Including the measurement of the conventional 
■ , ■ i , , ’ ■ 

friction coefficients* 

Measurement of Conventional Coefficient of Friction 

As we have seen previously, a mathematical prediction 

of the transverse load on a penetrator requires previous 

knowledge of tho usual frictional properties of the con¬ 

tacting materials* Due to the extremely high bearing 

pressures involved during actual penetration, use of a 

frictional coefficient obtained at moderate pressures is 

probably unjustified* Therefore tho following technique 

was followed! 

A blunt nosed penetrator was applied under a normal , 

load sufficient to cause plastic deformation* A transverse 



load was applied so that a track was formed in the material* 

The normal load was then reduced sufficiently to avoid 

further plastic penetration and the ponetrator rerun through 

the same track* During this operation, the transverse 

force required was observed* The normal force was then 

increased incrementally and the process repeated until a 

normal force capable of producing plastic penetration was 

reached. The relationship between the forces measured 

just prior to the latter state wore assumed to be repre- 
V * 

seritatlve of the friction occurring during actual plastic 

penetration* 

Determination of Hover Constants 

As previously mentioned, knowledge of the physical 

properties of the plastic medium, namely the hardness of 

the undeformed metal and the strain hardening characteris¬ 

tics, is necessary in the calculation of the performance 

of certain types of penetrators* 

Since the Meyer relationships were discussed in a 

previous section, the testing- procedure will not be 

repeated here* The methods described by H, H* Heye^fl'*^^ 

in his work on hardness conversion relationships were 

generally followed with the following exceptions: 

Instead of a universal testing machine, a Brinell 

hardness testing machine was used to produce the indenta¬ 

tions* The machine was the ’’Original” type, made by 

Aktiebolagot Alpha, Stockholm, Sweden* The impression 
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diameters were measured with an Illuminating type Brinell 

microscope with magnification of 20 diameters* The 

estimated accuracy was within plus or minus *02 mill!** 

meters* Two impressions were made at each loading to 

determine an average* Instead of a tungsten carbide 

ball, the standard 10 mm* stool ball was used* Molybdenum 

disulphide In a grease base was used as lubrication on the 

ball although lubrication is usually considered unnecessary* 

Application and Measurement of Ponobrator Forces 

If a ponobrator under tho influence of a constant 

axial load Is acted upon by a transverse force it will 

sink deeper into the material# Tills we have shown by 

theoretical considerations * However, in the case of the 

apparatus used, if the penotrators were to ain’t in under 

constant load, hydraulic compensation would have been 

required* Furthermore, the increased friction of the 

penotrafcor pistons against their cylinder walls duo to 

tho influence of the transverse loading would have made 

aoourate maintenance of a constant axial load difficult* 

For these reasons, the transverse load was increased in 

stages as follows: 

The desired axial ponobrator load was applied* A 

transverse load **as slowly applied until a failure 

occurred. Failure in this caso was defined ns the point 

at; ijhich the pressure gauge failed to respond to further 



load application* The axial load gauge was than observed* 

If a decrease of the pressure was indicated, the transverse 

load was removed and the original axial load rostored* The 

transverse load was again applied until a not*/ point of 

failure was observed. The process was repeated until the 

axial load gauge indicated no decrease of pressure. The 

transverse pressure gauge reading was recorded at this 

point. Tills method of load application is presumed to 

produce approximately tho some type of deformation as the 

ideal case described earlier* 

It i3 to be noted that.the load which we refer to as 

tho ’’axial” load was the load applied by tho penetrators 

at diametrically opposite points on the specimen, Tho 

’’transverse11 load was the load applied along the axis of 

the specimen. In interpreting the experimental data, only 

half of tho actual transverse load was used since two 

penetrators were involved. 

Lubrication was applied before and after the initial 

axial load application only. 
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DISCUSSION OP EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Scope of Experimental Work 

Basically, only one type of material was used In 

the tests* A low carbon (*l£°/o - *25°/0), cold rolled 

stool was used, the object being to obtain a material 

which is relatively low in strain hardenability. It is 

to be expected that use of such material will result In 

better correlation with theory* 

In several instances, however, other materials were 

used for specific experiments which will be discussed 

later* 

The material specimens were all approximately 1-|" 

diameter* It is probable that some error was introduced 

due to penetration into a curved surface, Comparisons 

wore made between forces measured on the round specimens 

with forces measured in comparable penetrations in flat 

specimens* The differences were found to be small* 

Penetrators tested were of the following four basic 

types: 

1) Two-dimensional shapes in which the width was uniform 

0/16” wide) and the profiles comprised a wedge with 90° 

included angle, the leading edge radius being variable 

for this series of tests* 
° Included angle, the tip radius 

2) Cone ahapes of 90 
being variable* 

3) Spherical ahapes of two different radii* 
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i}.) Pyramidal shapes comprising four equal sides with 90° 

included angle, one test of the series using a sharp 

point, and another using a truncated (flat) point, 

Of tho first series of penotrators described, the 

wedge having a leading edge of radius zero corresponds 

to tho theoretical problem of tho straight sided wedge. 

Of the same series of penotrators, the rounded 

loading edges of radii 1/8" and 1/ij.” represent cylinder a 

of these radii with the forces acting normal to tho 

cylindrical axes, The penetration in these cases was 

not beyond the curved surface of tho tip, Tho ponetra- 

tors haying leading edges of 1/32” and 1/16” represent . 

intermediate cases, since penetration under tho lighter 

loads Involved the curved surfaces, but under higher 

loads involved also tho straight sides of the. wedge. 

The experimental data taken for all of the pens- 

trators of this series is, plotted in Pig,, 21. The data 

for the penotrators with rounded loading edges is given 

only as statistical data, No analytical considerations 

have been, made for the latter. 

Comparison of Straight-Sided Sharp Wedge with Theory 

The average value for P/L in the case of the sharp 

wedge (9»0), as shown in Pig, 21, is about 1,22,, If 

equation (6) i3 evaluated for this case, the value of 

P/L is 1*35 Tor a coefficient of friction /A equal to 

,15 (measured a3 described previously for steel). 





This discrepancy might bo explained by the fact that 

failure probably occurs before the reverse component of 

friction has completely developed to the position of F£ 

as indicated in Pig# 7* .As we have previously pointed 

out, the, penofcrator must sink deeper into the material 

after the friction reversal# This cannot occur, however, 

without reestablishing the original friction direction# 

The net result of this apparent conflict is shown experi- 

mentally to be a somewhat lower than maximum theoretical 

value of F/Iu The shaded area of Pig* 21 indicates the 

upper and lower theoretical limits for this case* She 

upper limit is that value obtained by application of 

equation (6) and the lower limit is that obtained by the 

assumption that no relative motion will occur at the inter 

face at the final stage of failure (no friction)* 

In practice, the maximum transverse force seemed to 

vary somewhat with the rate of application of the force. 

Since the loads were applied manually throughout the 

experiments, the foregoing fact might help to explain 

the scattering of values along the curves. Sensitivity 

to the strain rat© seemed to be more pronounced in the 

ease of the sharp pointed penetrators# 

An interesting feature of the two-dimensional sharp 

wedge experiment is shown in the photographs (Fig* 22) 

in which an indented specimen of cold rolled 10ljX> steel 

is illustrated# 
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FIG.22(UPPER) INDENTATION BY 
PURE AXIAL LOADING ; 
(LOWER) INDENTATION BY 
COMBINED LOADING X9 
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The indentation in the upper photograph was produced 

by a pure axial load of 2330 pounds, and measurements 

indicate that the mean pressure normal to the wedge faces 

required to produce this indentation was about 207,000 

pounds par square inch# The equation for the mean pressure 

p at a wedge faoe in this case iss 

“T^cos 2. CJ (ZO) -pa-TJ 

The + ui indicates friction acting upward along the wedge 

face in the direction opposing penetration* 

By measurement, we find p to be about 6° (*105 rad.), 

The semi-angle ot is k$° or TT/^., W© may find U) in the 

same manner as shown in Fig. 15, by plotting the function 

- - 1 + 2|( T^}' ~ .105 +Uj)j +• OOs2.U)i;-'; f 

and we find CJ to be about *306 or 17*5°* 

Therefore* from equation (21) we may writej 

T - _4iE—. 
* Sin2.ce 

«* X =. (207,000)(115) 
"» sin 350 

X* “ $k$200 psi* 

which is an entirely reasonable value for the shear 

strength of the strain hardened stool under tests 
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The indentation in the lower photograph was produced 

by an axial load of 2330 pounds in combination with a trans¬ 

verse load of 2820 pounds (tho point of incipient failure)* 

Measurements of tho bearing surface Indicate that a moan 

pressure of 155*000 pounds per square inch was required to 

produce the deformation* By measurement* wo find the lip 

angle to be about 15°(*262 rad*)* 

If we assume this to be a oase in which a reversal 

of the friction has occurred, we plot tho function? 

1+ 2 (TTA- *262 - GO) + COS2CJ 

In xtfhich-CJ indicates the friction reversal* In thl3 

case CM is found to be about *203 or 11.6°» 

By equation (16) wo finds 

'T»V (ig5,ooo)(,lg) 
sin 23*20 

Xm = 50*900 psi* 

Since the deformation was more severe in this case, 

(see Fig* 8) m should expect the shear strength to be 

somewhat higher than in the caso of the pure axial in¬ 

dentation* 

®be foregoing illustration indicates an apparent 

agreement of the plastic solution with tho experimental 

findings* 

Sharp Pointed Cone 

In the second series of penetrators tho sharp 
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pointed con© was intended to chock tho theory that a sharp 

pointed indontop of constant geometrical shape will have 

an F/L vain© Independent of the nature of the penetrated 

material* From simple geometrical considerations (not 

shorn hero) the value F/I» for a sharp con© point should be: 

F/L 2 1 cot * 
TT 

where o( is the semi-angle of the cone, and the effect of 

' friction Is neglected* For a cone having an included 

angle of 90f the value is equal to *637# 

From Fig* 23, it is seen from the slope of- the curve 

for the sharp pointed cone (B 0) that the experimental 

value of F/L is about *85, indicating the presence of the 

conventional friction component, A significant fact is 

that almost identical values v/oro obtained for two different' 

steels, in which a wide variation of strain har&onability 

existed* 

Repeating the test with aluminum, a close correla¬ 

tion was also found* 

Tho forces measured in the case of similar cones 

having radii of 1/32" and 1/16M at the tips are plotted 

in the some figure* The curves indicate rather clearly 

the quantitative effects of blunting tho points of the 

penotrators in the manner described. 
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RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN AXIAL 

AND TRANSVERSE FORCES FOR 

CONE TYPE PENETRATORS 
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Spherical Ponetrators 

In Fig. 2k» two sets of curves arc given. The upper 

portion of the figure indicates the results of spherical 

ponetrators in tho cold rolled steel# and tho lower por¬ 

tion relates to measurements made in a stainless steel 

of apparently high strain hardening capacity, The latter 

experiments wore made for tho purpose of testing the 

adequacy of the theory given here for ponetrators of this 

type.- 

All of tho curves plotted in Fig, 24 are theoretical 

curves based on the physical properties of the materials 

as determined from the Meyer analyses of Fig, 18, The 

conventional friction effect booed on Coulomb^ law was 

added algebraically in this case since tho effective wedge 

angles«{Fig, 17) for this series of tests were great 

enough to make ouch algebraic addition approximately valid, 

The experimental values are plotted as individual 

points and show reasonable agreement with the theoretical 

curves. Since most of the experimental points in the 

lower set of curves lie slightly above the theoretical 

line# the possibility is suggested that the theory does 

not account sufficiently for the additional strain 

hardening of this mode of deformation over that of a 

pure axial indentation, 

Tho component of F duo to tho conventional coofficiont 

of friction (by algebraic addition) is indicated 

additionally in each case. It is apparent that as L is 
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decreased to such values as will produce only elastic 

deformations f F/L approaches /A • 

Pyramidal Penetratora 

Results of the teats made with penetratora of this 

type are shown in Fig* 2S>* -An interesting feature of 

these tests is the effect of the truncated point as 

compared with the sharp point* &a indicated in the 

figure* the sharp point gives an F/L relationship 

approximately independent of load* However, in the case 

of the blunt tip, F/L = /A (presumably during the elastic 

loading) until a given point is reached (probably the 

point of ineipiont plastic penetration) where the curve 

rises with the same slope as the former curve* 
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COHCLUSTIOHS AHD OBHEHAI, DISCUSSION 

On the basis of the foregoing work, it is indicated 

that reasonably accurate predictions may be made analyti¬ 

cally for the relation between axial and maximum possible 

transverse forces sustained by a penetrator in a plastic 

material* 

VJhon penetrators have sharp loading edges arid straight 

sides so as to produce indentations of constantly similar 

geometrical shapes, tho foregoing relation will bo inde¬ 

pendent of the load and of the material. 

It is indicated both theoretically and experimentally 

that a reversal of friction occurs at the penetrator star- 

face in contact with the material after the maximum pene¬ 

tration has occurred* It is also indicated that tho 

reversal causes a decrease in the normal yield pressure 

at the surfaces of contact* 

Although the theory indicates that the conventional 

friction effect should be added vectorially to tho plastic 

displacement effect, algebraic addition Is justified when 

the effective wedge angle is large compared to the con¬ 

ventional coefficient of friction* This is in agreement 

with the work of Bowden, Tabor, and Moore 

For spherical indentations, the Meyer analysis pro¬ 

vides reasonable information regarding the nature of tho 

material under varying degrees of deformation* 
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It Is recognized that, in certain typos of loading, 

th© axial load will not be applied fully before the trans¬ 

verse force is applied. In the case of a self-energized 

gripping element, the axial load will always depend on 

th© transverse load. In general, however* the relation¬ 

ships found in this work will probably apply, The degree 

of deformation of the penetrated medium will bo different 

in the two cases, but, as wo have seen, this will not 

greatly affect the assumed relationship* 

In presuming that our theory trill apply to a multi¬ 

plicity of ponotrators as on a serrated surface, wo must 

limit our uso of this theory only to cases where the 

ponotrators are spaced such that the plastic zones of 

each penetrator are not affected by thoir near neighbors, 

This limitation leads to another field for investigation. 

It would be of interest to determine an ideal penetrator 

shape which, among other factors, would probably bo 

determined by the shape of plastic zone it produced. 
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